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II CONGRESS ON HOUSING FINACE 
IN THE CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES 

Housing finance is a very essential element of banks activity both in Poland and in 
European countries. This is fundamental task for such organizations like Polish Bank 
Association, which main aim is to build consistent system attracting to invest and collect 
savings millions of citizens living in central and eastern European countries. Housing finance 
most of all requires cooperation for financial institutions and different participants of the 
market. 

Basis of economic development is a base of the housing finance market development. 
Order in law regulations, efficient systems supporting processes of financing investment, 
high standards of the risk rating are ones of basic elements of the housing finance market. In 
Central-European countries we should concentrate on the works connected with the 
harmonious and safe housing financing market development as well as on standardized 
works, on building information supporting for all participants of the market, on well formulated 
accounts. 

Integration of European market 
After five-year-old action on the wholesale market of mortgage credits the European 

Union is concentrating on the retail market. After a long stretch of developmental and 
operational research works it looks like the majority of markets is functioning well, but the 
level of transborder activity in Europe is still insufficient. This activity is needed for stimulating 
the development of the economy of European Union countries. 

The new regulations formed by the European Commission are leaning for broad counsel 
in all economic environments. Reports of the Group Forum are results of this counsel on 
mortgage credits and report Economics London on costs and the benefits of integration 
mortgage markets, as well as the Green Book of Mortgage Credits pointing out ways of 
dealing with potential barriers on the market of mortgage credits. All these elements can be a 
subject of the assessment of the purpose of the interference of European Union into the 
development of integration housing finance market. Discussion results will have the direct 
reference in prepared for 2007 White Paper. 

Transborder activity is still limited in the European Union, what results from the availability 
of the infrastructure. Experience shows that bigger interests in mortgage credits are resulting 
from the banks in the case of new lenders entered their market, than when they alone are 
seeking better offers on another markets. In order to offer products as part of the transborder 
market the lender must learn conditions on the new market. Also lacks of the wisdom 
housing finance, ignorance of local legal articles and of principles of vindication are barriers 
limiting transborder activity. These all elements cause raising costs of offered mortgage 
credits, which limits competitiveness. 

Commitment of the European Union into the development of one homogenous housing 
finance market should lift these barriers. Next important element of integration is system of 
the borrower credit rating. Credit Information Bureaus should make data of borrowers 
available for all lenders. However systems of keeping title registers should not create 
privileged positions of individual creditors. The cost of the mortgage credit is conditional on 
process. The process of vindication should not last for more than 2 years. 

Methods of housing valuation always take the specificity of the local market into 
consideration, what means the considerable diversity in Europe. The valuation of estates 
should refer to local regulations, especially tax regulations. 

The European Commission paid more attention to the Euromortgage. This tool can 
facilitate the securitization and the portfolio management.  
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The access to the capital market by refinancing mortgage portfolio by securities is priority 
matter for the banking. Additionally creating the effective secondary mortgage market, the 
optimization of financing conditions and the better allocation ultimately will lead to the 
increased effectiveness, what means better availability of mortgage credits. The access and 
improved financial instruments are contributing to the development of the European 
mortgage market.  

The code of Conduct is one of basic regulations on the European market. An aim of the 
Code is assurance that consumers receive the full and transparent information about 
mortgage credits, in it peculiarly the nominal interest rate, annual payments and possibilities 
of the earlier repayment. The European Commission received recommendations 
recommending to everyone lenders applying regulations of the Code. Bank institutions of 
European Union countries are obeying the Code on the principle of the freedom and they are 
awaiting enabling the self-regulation of the market in this area, rather than of implementing 
prescriptive regulations. 

Requirements of Basel regulations and the European Union  
According to the regulations of the Bank Directive (EU Directive 2000/12/EC (art 62 par. 

1), which in this shape will be valid to 31 December 2006 set up risk weights for commercial 
mortgage credits and individuals customer on the level 50%. It means, that wanting to hold 
the bank indicator of the solvency on the level of the 8% for every credit about e.g. of amount 
of 100,000 zlotys, should administer capital of the amount of 4,000 zlotys. On the 
assumption, that the mortgage valuation this credit is being made by the independent 
mortgage valuer. 

New union directive (Capital Requirements Directive) is taking into consideration 
relatively a low risk level or mortgage credit accepting the risk weights 35% compared with 
the current risk weights 50%. In Poland according to the Banking Supervision Commission 
the 50% risk weights is adopted only to the part of the exposure in a sum not high than the 
sum registered in title/mortgage register and the sum equal 50% of the worth coming from 
the mortgage valuers valuate or so called 60% bank - mortgage worth of real estate. The rest 
of the exposure will become the 100 % risk weight. Generally amount due full secured by the 
Real estate become 100% risk weights (standard method). But there are many exemptions in 
the Directive, where only bank supervisors can establish new lower and more preferential 
weight risks for that exposures. Directive introduce more precise regulations for the 
valuations of the real estate properties which secures the exposure. 

Requirements of the Directive are leaning for four the following assumptions:  

a) Legal effectiveness  

The mortgage security must be legally enforced in all jurisdictions, which are applicable in 
the time of signing a loan agreement. The registration of a mortgage in the title register will 
be made in the correct way in the real time. All legal legislating requirements of the security 
will be filled up.  

b) Documentary evidence 

Types of residential and commercial estates accepted by the bank as securing the 
repayment of credit and the credit politics in the area of recognizing the estate as securities 
must clearly be introduced. 

c) Insurance  

Bank must have procedures in order to monitor, that the accepted estate as the security 
is sufficiently insured against damage.  

d) Monitoring estate value  

Value of the estate must be monitored regularly, in addition not more than:  
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-once a year in the case of the commercial estate 

-once a three years in the case of the residential estate 

More frequent monitoring must be made, when considerably conditions changed on the 
housing finance market. Statistical methods can be applied for monitoring estate value and to 
identification estate, requiring the revaluation. If premises exists, that value of the estate 
could lower financially in the relationship to total market prices, the valuation of the estate 
must be provided with the inspection of the independent expert. In the case of credit above 5 
million Euro or exceeding the 5% of the bank’s funds, the valuation of the estate must be 
provided with the inspection of the independent expert at least once a three years. 

Polish banking supervision proposed to make possible using preferential risk weights 
adopting the limitation of using the 35 % risk weights to the part of the exposure secured by 
the residential property to the level of 50% or 60% of the worth of the property during the rest 
of exposure will become 75% risk weight only in special circumstances 100%. 
Simultaneously the audit expressed a view that for needs of the capital accuracy banks could 
use LTV indicators determined in the moment of giving loan, or use the current LTV indicator, 
estimated basing on indices of residential house prices. On the Polish market such indices 
do not still exist, however it seems that they will come into existence soon (basing on the 
AMRON database run by Polish Bank Association).  
Housing market in the Central and Eastern European countries  

Comparing statistical data it is possible to state that the housing stocks in these countries 
perhaps are not equaling the housing stocks in countries of Western Europe, but generally 
they are not in bad conditions. However, worrying are technical state and spatial placing of 
these housing stocks, what is an inheritance from the previous system in these countries. 

Comparing results of the building in individual countries it is possible to notice that the 
medium grandeur of flats is relatively great (approx. 85 – 90 square meters), means that new 
flats are built for fulfilling needs of families about higher profits. A growing role of the single-
family housing has the direct influence on this indicator. 

The soil-grown politics and the town-and-country planning are deciding the rate of the 
supply. The low supply at the increased availability of mortgage credits can cause increasing 
prices of flats. A determined influence on the availability of flats has it for families about 
average and low profits. 

An indicator of the number of concluded transactions of the purchase and the sale is a 
measure of the availability of flats and credit on the housing finance market. For Poland this 
rate amounts approx. 3.6 to 1000 inhabitants, while in Germany of 16 transactions. 

The development of the housing finance system definitely follows, but compared with the 
participation of the financial sector in countries of Western Europe he is little. In Poland the 
mortgage debt to GDP ratio is 4.6%, while in Denmark of almost a 100% to GDP ratio. 

Comparing financial instruments in individual countries it is possible to say a further 
improvement took place. Credit is being given on 10 – 35 of years. But the borrower is 
overcome a risk of the change of the interest rate to himself - the majority of offered credit is 
with the variable interest rate. Additionally many credits are denominate in foreign currencies, 
what influences the risk of rate of exchange. This problem firmly is felt in Poland, but also in 
Russia. 

Insurance and guarantees of mortgage credits are one of more essential elements of 
improving the quality of mortgage credits. Credit insurance is also essential at the 
securitization. In some countries opinions are arising, that at potentially firmly growing house 
prices in the temporary predicted horizon LTV value (loan to value) can be falling, so the 
additional instrument influences more for increasing costs, rather than for limiting the risk. 
However the cyclical nature of the market is appearing everywhere and the insurance can 
act as the instrument aiding managing the credit risk. 
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To what degree rise in prices taken note on European markets, particularly the ones, 
which became members of European Union, is big enough in order to cause perturbations on 
the market of the fixed property? It is now a basic question put in these countries. At 
simultaneous societies enriching and ageing, a need of renovating and adapting them for 
these social groups appears. A high privatization volume of houses from 70% up to the 90% 
is a specificity of the region. Potential financial sources reflecting value of the estate are not 
being used for investing in the economy, even through the consumption. 

To sum up situation in Central-European countries it is possible to state that the level of 
new buildings is still low. At the same time small participation in financing or co-financing the 
housing industry from public sources is being noted. Role of the private house building 
increased, but the process of that kind of building is little effective, long-term and little using 
the suburban areas. Acting developers companies do not often have excessive capital and 
experiencing for conducting investment projects. 

Managing mortgage credit risk 
Dynamically growth housing finance markets of in Central-European countries are 

contributing for increasing the competition. It directly influences for reducing profit margins of 
banks, and consequently for increasing the risk - profit margins not necessarily must cover 
the risk connected with the mortgage credit. 

For creating models of the risk management experience get on markets should be an 
initial element, where pricing policy (appointing the amount of profit margins) is based on the 
risk rating.  

At the lack of certain data (and for example the Polish market is a young enough market, 
that there is no data concerning the unprofitability of credit and the worth of regained security 
devices) it is possible to build simple model based on market data. Such a model is taking 
into consideration the specificity of the bank and costs of potential losses included in the 
price of credit. At the lack of data essential to set the scoring method in order to build the 
model of the risk assessment, it is possible to lean for example against two variables: 
amount of the profit to the amount of repayments and the LTV level.  

Credit conditions are dependent from borrower scoring. If the bank administers the model 
of the risk management then there is a possibility to establish the appropriate scoring for the 
customer, what is being included in credit costs.  

Scoring of the credit bureau can be based on the information made available by banks 
participating in the office and the presented information on the loan application and 
connected with it documents. This data can be used for statistical methods letting rate the 
credit risk at the beginning of the process of given loan. They can be used for determining or 
supporting conditions of giving mortgage credits, as well as they better are supporting 
decisions of individual departments of banks. Through the homogeneity a better 
effectiveness and considerable shortening the time of granting loan are getting. 

Applying the scoring method it is possible to get the alternative diversification of financing 
sources of mortgage credits by the stock market, thanks to a better evaluation of the 
mortgage portfolio. Different scoring benefit is determining capital requirements. 

From a point of view of the bank managing the risk, essential is mortgage portfolio. 
Assuming that risk for individual credits is permanent, at a large number of customers in the 
case of the failure conditions of a loan agreement, it will be possible to regain the majority of 
credit. However the loss because of the lack of the repayment of credit will depend on two 
elements: from the probability of credit default and their correlation, what will enable 
modeling the risk. Modeling the risk can be done by derivative instruments, which can be a 
supported by the insured mortgage credits. To those derivate instruments can be count 
Credit derivatives protecting against the credit risk and interest derivatives, protecting against 
the change of interest rates, as well as monetary derivatives, which in Polish conditions can 
be an essential element of the risk management belong to these derivatives. Credit 
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derivatives are instruments, which protect against the failure of credit conditions or the 
change of the credit profit margin. The lack of price indices standardized in Poland is 
preventing from applying such transaction of the type ‘forward’, what would contribute for 
better managing the risk connected with the change of interest rates. This kind of the 
instrument is essential in Polish conditions, because enables managing the risk connected 
with the decrease in house prices and the risk of variable interest rate. 

The challenge for the bank environment in the most recent period will be creating the 
database to the LGD assessment (of losses at regaining securing credit of the estate). 
Currently the majority of countries is creating databases necessary to enumerate LTV, but 
does not administer databases for calculating a LGD.  

Advanced methods of offering mortgage credit  
Originating independent of banks networks of financial advisers and the sale of financial 

products in many countries, resulted from the need of creating by medium and smaller banks 
structures to reaching a large number of customers. Increasing the competitiveness is 
leading to the situation, in which banks are comparing its mortgage credits in order to 
establish potential benefits appearing in these products. It can lead to lowering credit ratings 
criteria or for example recognizing some estates as protections of credit, which estates in 
different conditions would not be estimate by the bank. 

Originating of independent financial advisers lets these banks, which do not have greater 
experience in giving mortgage credit, for common preparing products according to 
expectations of the market. Obviously it lets banks for increasing the sales revenue of such 
credit. The cooperation with financial advisers can go further: of designating by banks 
workers to the work in structures as financial advisers in order to consider the loan 
application and making a decision about giving mortgage credit on this level. Reaching 
customers and increasing effectiveness, lowering costs and keeping credit documentation 
according to bank requirements is a purpose of such relations. 

Effectiveness of the system results from the fact that the bank is not bearing the cost 
connected with keeping personal structures irrespective of mortgage credits sale level.  

Refinancing mortgages 
Refinancing mortgages in Poland and different countries of our region will be gaining 

more significance. It results from the fact, that credit mortgage portfolio dynamically is 
growing and at the same time we are dealing with the decrease of deposits. Banks are 
putting a question, what way to housing finance is, as well as how to free capital and how to 
deal the fluidity with? 

Problems in conducting the securitization in Poland are connected with sale of mortgage 
is indicating the duty of making the changes in title registers. In the case of the mortgage 
portfolio, which consists of thousands of credit, practically making changes in the necessary 
time for conducting transactions is impossible. Additionally banks as part of vindicatory 
processes can use such an instrument which is an enforced collection order issued by a 
bank. Different subjects, which are purchasers of mortgage credits do not have such 
instruments. Determining tax conditions is a next matter for the securitization transaction, 
which is treated as the transaction of financing credit, rather than the normal sale which is 
embraced with value added tax or depending on interpretation of tax authorities, with tax on 
exchange dealings. Seizing the estate as part of the vindicatory process is a next problem. 
Polish regulations require the recommendation of the temporary accommodation for the 
evicted debtor and it, in Polish conditions can be not very feasible. Main problems in 
conducting the securitization transaction are not connected with the legal side, because 
these can be solved, but in the economic-social environment. 

Conclusions 
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Formulating the opinion on housing finance in countries of the Central and Eastern 
Europe is facilitated also by II Congress, which constitutes information exchange and 
experience in these countries platform. 

In the Central and Eastern European countries we can see improvement in housing 
finance; however models of the housing industry for rent are still limited. Achievements of the 
TBS system are significant, but still insufficient. Such countries as Poland can and they 
should use solutions applied with the success on developed markets.  

Creating conditions of financing housing estates in the Central and Eastern European 
countries, it is not possible to skip the role of lenders, developers, insurance companies and 
institutional investors. 

The credit risk is the most essential element of giving mortgage credit and has lot of the 
implication for the business, lenders, investors, adjusters and customers. Appropriate 
quantifying and measuring the risk allows for establishing the appropriate price for the risk 
and set a price of mortgage products. 

Scoring system used for the risk assessment is based on statistical data, on lender 
experience, on the data availability. Not only in the Central and Eastern European countries, 
but also on more developed markets are appearing problems with the access to data. 
Requirements of the New Capital Agreement will be forcing lenders into gathering together 
data and using more and more advanced statistical models.  

A factor of the risk in such countries like Poland is rate of exchange change, what results 
from the growing participation of credit denominate in foreign currencies. Establishing risk is 
difficult in such surroundings. Institutions giving credit protect risk of the exchange rate 
change, but individual borrowers definitely do not have such possibilities. This theme should 
be an object of interesting adjusters, in spite of criticisms referring to too big interference on 
some markets. 

The adjuster has more and more difficult tasks, peculiarly when new directives of the 
European Union concerning the capital accuracy are coming into effect. Checking, 
authorization and entering technical aspects of models require appropriate resources. 
Enabling the balance between putting control requirements and market self-regulating is 
needed. 

The stock market will be playing greater role in housing finance in the Central and 
Eastern European countries. Although, peculiarly in Poland, still serious legal obstacles 
making it impossible to use instruments of securitization, in order to refinance portfolio. 
These legal obstacles cause, that at present the greater interest is refinancing portfolio 
categorized as irregular. Coming into existence securitization funds in Poland are 
concentrating of securitization of irregular mortgages. 

By nearest 2-3 years in Poland banks will be refinancing mortgage credits with deposits, 
since there are no factors, which would force them to the different behavior. Assuming that 
adapting to requirements of the New Capital Agreement will cause additional freeing banks 
capitals, they will have high solvency factors, what will not be creating the pressure on 
seeking different sources of financing than cheapest – deposits. 

Next factor which perhaps can forcing the need of seeking capital sources for refinancing 
mortgage portfolio is a risk of the fluidity. In the Polish bank sector the overfluidity that is the 
increased access to deposit is being formed by one bank. With regard for legal obstacles in 
securitization process, banks will be seeking different sources and ways of their portfolio 
refinancing. Some banks are also refinancing oneself with debt papers e.g. with Eurobonds. 
It is possible to predict, that Polish banks coming up barrier of the fluidity, will use different 
than the securitization instruments, taking also their current price into consideration. 

The bank environment should seek better legal and tax conditions in the process of the 
securitization. Exclusively costs and benefits will be deciding the universality of the 
securitization in Poland. 

 


